TDM-359  Copying lines ignores available bindings list.

TDM-457  Incorrect horizontal offset position of context menu in outline on certain systems.

TDM-505  Included .Net dlls are not included in the folder when deployed.

TDM-538  Select Case does not allow Default.

TDM-542  Provide help / more meaningful information if failure occurs during application opening in the IDE.

TDM-556  Breakpoints should be preserved when the application has not been modified.

TDM-576  TDM IDE has issues with selecting a line.

TDM-586  Unable to import a customized .NET assembly using 64-bit IDE.

TDM-587  Expanders placed inside layout grids do not show up at runtime.

TDM-593  Binding validation rule error messages are not exported for translation process.

TDM-622  Documentation improvement request for SAL guide for TDM.

TDM-720  Error with UDV Binding.